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Les dinosaures & Les hommes des cavernes [ref. J0327]

2 titles of 32 pages - Soft cover - 210 x 297 mm

Augmented 
Reality  
on the cover!

Like each morning 
the Super Dinos are 
together in their secret 
hideout. They kill time while waiting 
for their next mission. It has been a long
time since they were called on! The conversation
is pretty intense when all of a sudden the siren 
rings out: “Alert! Alert!”

It’s Proto’s voice coming over the loudspeaker: 
“Dino City needs you urgently, Giganotosaurus is back!”

The Super-Dinos 
rescue the city!

PROTO
Can read minds!

DIPLO 
Super flex!

REX  
Can lift buildings! 

STEGO  
Can disguise 

himself!

PTERO  
Faster than light!

the

SUPER DINOS
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THE MAGNON FAMILY 
The mammoth hunting

The Magnon family was just waking up 
when Guban was ready to leave. 

Today he is going hunting for mammoth!

Crou doesn’t like when her 
father leaves, she is always 
scared he might not come 
back! On the other hand, 
Cro asks if he can go with 
him because he will be 
8 years old tomorrow! 
But his father refuses.

“When you are older”, 
answers his father, 
“I will teach you how to 
hunt mammoth. But, for 
the moment, I prefer you 
stay here to help your 
mother and sister.”

Guban
The father

Igra 
The mother

Cro 
The son

Crou The daughter

Oda 
The grandma

Tashar  The grandpa4 5

THE DINOSAURS &  
THE CAVEMEN

ACTIVITY 
BOOKS
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Developed as a magazine to convey more energy and interaction 
to our young readers, we have assembled a mix of activities in these  
2 titles, about Dinosaurs and Cavemen: a quiz, puzzles, jokes, comics 
as well as a funny and original story! 
The “Augmented Reality” on the front covers is easy to access 
on any tablet or smartphone by downloading the free “Blippar” app. 
The children will be impressed seeing 3D Dinosaurs and Cavemen 
coming to life, or printing great illustrations that can be coloured. 
They will also have the opportunity to take “selfies” with our heroes 
that they will be able to share with their family & friends! 

Augmented 
Reality  
on the cover!

“Augmented Reality” 
brings the reading 
experience to another 
dimension!


